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Recruiting our new CEO
What our colleagues, partners and board say is 

important to them



Feedback from our colleagues

• Five focused engagement events have taken place to gain 
views from colleagues about their priorities in recruiting a new 
CEO

• Sessions have taken place for all staff, senior leaders and 
clinicians, plus governors, trade union reps and staff networks

• Events have been well attended with nearly 200 colleagues 
taking part

• Feedback has been sought on what strengths and personal 
characteristics the new CEO should bring, as well as priorities 
for the role

• This was achieved through engagement events – including an 
open conversation and Slido poll

• Consistent feedback has been received throughout.



What our people said: Priorities

This was the discussion which received the most consistent 

feedback, with the initial priorities for a new CEO being:

– PATIENT CARE

– STAFF ENGAGEMENT

– SYSTEM WORKING

• Several groups also identified the importance of 

stakeholder/partner relationships as a further priority, 

recognising the need to engage with stakeholders 

broader than within the system

• Governors also recognised the importance of achieving 

the Trust’s new services and developments, through the 

Making Room for Dignity programme.



What our people said:

Key themes confirmed colleagues are looking for a CEO who:

• Cares about our services, our patients and what we do

• Quickly develops a strong voice in the system

• Is visible and maintains our focus on meaningful staff 
engagement

• Will focus on getting the basics right

• Makes decisions for and supports our clinicians, working 
closely with the new Medical Director

• Will move us forwards and evolve, not take us backwards

• Continues to champion and develop our EDI work

• Will be clear in their expectations

• Will provide leadership on important issues – staffing, 
financial security and planning

• Embraces and further develops our culture.



What our people said: Strengths

In each session, three of the top four criteria were ranked 

as the most important strengths of a future CEO.  This 

included:

– PATIENT CARE

– STAFF ENGAGEMENT

– STRATEGIC THINKER

– GOOD COMMUNICATOR

• Our clinical/medical workforce particularly noted the 

importance of appointing a good strategic thinker

• Our governors placed more importance on a future CEO 

having NHS experience.



What our people said:

Key themes confirmed colleagues are looking for a CEO 
who:

• Can champion all of our staff and services

• Represents and sees the importance of all professions

• Demonstrates parity of services

• Is strong and can ‘fight our corner’

• Can talk and listen, but take action too

• Can look outwardly as well as into the organisation

• Has a track record of high performance and delivery

• Can understand and embrace the Derbyshire Healthcare 
way of working

• Will continue to drive diversity.



What our people said: personal 

characteristics
There was also consistency across the groups in this area of the 
conversation, with the following being the most important 
characteristics for all colleagues:

– INTEGRITY

– OPEN AND APPROACHABLE

– ADHERES TO TRUST VALUES

– ENGAGING STYLE

• Two groups also noted the importance of appointing someone 
a strategic and critical thinker

• Our clinical/medical colleagues feel it is important to appoint 
an motivational leader

• Our governors/staff networks want a CEO who is 
approachable at all levels and is able to effectively hear and 
engage with people who have lived experience and/or 
protected characteristics.



What our people said:

Key themes confirmed colleagues are looking for a CEO 
who:

• Can break down barriers and create a positive, solution 
focused environment

• Is honest, realistic and credible and develops trust

• Inspires people and creates and positive culture

• Wants to commit to the Trust, our people and our 
services and cares about what we do

• Has something about them – strength of character

• Gains internal and external respect and is able to 
represent our Trust well

• Models our values and good behaviours

• Wants to become part of our Trust community.



Feedback from the System 
• Understand the importance of being an organisational AND 

system leader

• Be prepared to actively be part of the distributed leadership 

model across the system

• Be prepared to advise the board (DHcFT) on the right things to 

do for the NHS as a whole in Derby & Derbyshire and not just on 

what is right for the organisation

• A willingness to sacrifice the organisational need for the system 

“greater good” 

• Work collaboratively on transfers of care

• Emotional intelligence and openness, collaborative and inclusive, 

pragmatic

• Population health and system focused

• A collaborative mindset, supporting system working and 

partnership

• Strategic thinker able to create a vision for compassionate care.



What our Board said: Strengths

Our Executive and Non Executive Directors had shared 
views on the key strengths required in our new Chief 
Executive. These were:  

- COMMUNICATION

– STRATEGIC THINKING 

– STAFF ENGAGEMENT 

– SYSTEM WORKING 

• Our Board also want someone who brings a genuine 
depth of understanding around the inclusion agenda. 
Someone who can ‘walk the walk, as well as talk the talk’

• They remarked that it will be important the successful 
candidate has confidence and resilience, with 
adaptability.



What our Board said: Priorities

Our Executive and Non Executive Directors selected the 

following as key priority areas of focus for the Board:   

- STAFF ENGAGEMENT 

– PATIENT EXPERIENCE

– SYSTEM WORKING

– TRANSFORMATION/NEWBUILD/FUNDING

• Our new Chief Executive will have to build, develop and 

support the Execuitve team. 

• A focus on finance and performance will also be critical, 

including financial recovery and sustainability; ensuring 

financial performance is done in ’the right way’.



What our Board said: Personal 

Characteristics

Our Board selected the following characteristics as being 

desirable in the new Chief Executive: 

- STRONG AND CONFIDENT

– TRUST VALUE COMPATIBILITY 

– INSPIRATIONAL/MOTIVATIONAL

– INTEGRITY 

• Other key qualities and competencies identified included: 

strategic/critical thinking, honesty, good judgement and 

clarity of purpose

• A digital and health population focus would also be of 

benefit 


